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The Sabotage of Shiny Object Syndrome 
 

Let’s face it – as humans, we are hard-wired to be attracted to things new and shiny.   
We can’t help but notice the latest cool new guru tool or training, or the hottest  
new marketing channel or bright, shiny technology.  
 
After all, we’re savvy, sophisticated and tuned in, right?   
 
We tell ourselves we “must keep up” with the latest trends, and we want  
to be sure we don’t miss out on the initial wave of a new business  
or marketing opportunity, especially one that “might make all the  
difference” (FOMO – fear of missing out – is still a very powerful motivator, 
at any age … and the endless search for the “magic bullet” has sabotaged  
the success of many an entrepreneur). 
 
Awareness is one thing – as business owners, entrepreneurs and solopreneurs,  
we do need to keep up-to-date with emerging business and marketing trends,  
training, technologies and tools.  
 
However, when these potential new options begin to distract us from our core business goals  
and plans, and we shift too much focus to chasing the next "shiny object," technique or technology, or even the next 
potential business collaboration or partnership opportunity … 
 
… often jumping from one, to the next, to the next – without realizing the benefit (or even actually finishing the training or 
applying the techniques), with little to no results to show, feeling increasingly more frustrated and overwhelmed in the 
process ...  
 
… we’ve found ourselves smack-dab in the thick of “shiny object syndrome.”   
 
Lots of BUSY-NESS – but little or no real business – or benefit.  
 
And what’s more – it’s actually costing us, bigtime. It’s costing us the very success we’re seeking. 
 
The High Price of “Power Procrastination” 
 
As forward-thinking, visionary entrepreneurs, we deeply value education – and we know the value and necessity of 
ongoing learning, as well. 
 
In fact, our high value of, and respect for, education makes this “shiny object” syndrome particularly seductive for 
visionaries, especially with regard to new training, new systems, new modalities and certifications. 
 
In fact, this pattern is so pervasive among the literally hundreds of visionary entrepreneurs I guide daily across the globe, 
precisely because we all value learning and growth – I’ve come to call it “Power Procrastination.” 
 

Everyone respects it when you say you’re taking a new training, 
getting a new certification, going back to school to get XYZ 
degree.  These choices always seem valid, right?   
 
Moreover, as visionaries, we also have high standards – we 
deeply desire to share our message and serve the world with 
excellence. We want to “do justice” to our calling and the 
guidance, services and products we offer. 
 
However, without clarity about our business vision and goals – 
and how, or if, each of these shiny new potentials actually align 
with moving us and our success forward – these very shiny 
objects can stall, in not absolutely sabotage, our potential  
and profitability. 
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Consider (seriously, count the cost): 
  
* How much have you invested in trainings and courses Estimate ($)   
   you don’t complete or fully apply to your business? 
 
* How much have you spent on technologies  Estimate ($)  
   that you no longer use (or never used)? 
 
* How many hours (multiplied by your average hourly rate) have you  Estimate ($)  
   and your team spent learning, migrating, and implementing these new tools  
   and systems (versus the time and money they actually have saved you)? 
 
* How much have you spent in degrees and certifications  Estimate ($)  
   in areas you don’t use in your business? 
 
Thousands?  Tens of thousands?  Total?   
 
Here’s the thing:  
Only you – armed with that clarity of your true vision - can discern whether each of these new, emerging options 
 is truly an opportunity worth pursuing – or a potentially sabotaging distraction, that may well, either immediately  
or over time (that’s why it’s called a “syndrome”), knock you off your success track altogether. 
 
There’s another aspect to why “shiny object syndrome” can be so seductive, especially to business owners,  
entrepreneurs and solopreneurs – one that few talk about or admit openly. 
 
And here’s why.  As self-starting visionary, your work is about innovating, creating and sharing something new –  
and so, naturally, you’re always breaking new ground, and expanding beyond your current comfort zone. 
 
And that can be, well – uncomfortable.  Whenever you’re creating or starting something new (versus just following 
directions, for instance), that sparks “resistance,” as Steven Pressfield calls it in The War of Art (highly recommended).   
It takes more energy and thought to chart new territory than to simply follow an existing path or map.   
Of course, there’s much more potential payoff in creating new innovations and value. 
 
The good news about the “resistance,” as Steve says, is: “Resistance never appears except when preceded by a Dream.  
By ‘dream’ I mean a creative vision of something original and worthy that you or I might do or produce—a movie,  
a painting, a new business, a charitable venture, an act of personal or political integrity and generosity.” 
He says that resistance is actually like the “shadow” of your dream. 
 
Resistance is fear-based – and so, basically, it makes us want to do anything besides what really  
needs to be done to move us forward in breaking the new ground that will set our work apart,  
and create the foundations for lasting success as leaders in our own unique area of work and genius. 
 
Which is why visionaries often encounter resistance more than others – because you are pursuing  
your Dream, and you are creating something new – and also why the distraction of shiny object  
syndrome can be so dastardly and potentially devastating to your highest work and success. 
 
Especially if, instead of pursuing our highest work of creating something unique and new,  
we can say we’re “learning something,” we’re “keeping up to date” – totally valid and respectable, right? 
 
That’s why I call this pattern among visionaries “Power Procrastination” – because it sounds respectable,  
and we can deceive ourselves into thinking it’s valid for us, when it’s really just a more potent form  
of procrastination – and it’s stealing our potential and prosperity.   
 
And only we can discern the difference for ourselves (though there are some tools and tips – read on). 
 
That sabotage can debilitate and even destroy us, though, when we continually chase  
the latest new information – instead of moving into our own transformation, and to share  
the transformation we make possible by sharing our own unique work(s). 
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Information vs. Transformation 
 

Again, we’re not saying that information isn’t valuable, and essential.   
And it’s not that learning won’t always be part of our evolution.  It will. 
 
The problem arises when we fail to evolve from information-only mode  
(need one more certification, need one more training, etc. – and then  
I’ll be ready) into transformation mode – into actually creating  
and sharing our own unique Body of Work. 
 
With a new technology, social network, or media platform  
that promises to be the next big idea in coming out weekly  
(“What’s your SnapChat? Periscope strategy?”), we become  
so enamored by the shiny new thing that we forget the  
fundamentals - that the business focus and goals come first.  
 
And the shiny objects that we come across are only worthwhile  
in terms of whether and how they enable us to reach those  
business goals. It’s not the object that’s at issue – good or bad,  
relevant or irrelevant. The value is in what the shiny new thing  
enables, not the shiny new thing itself.  
 
It makes sense to assess new opportunities as they come along.  
But we have to keep that exploration in context.  
 
Notice also that information-gathering tends to cost time and money, while transformation-guiding (packaging and sharing 
your unique work(s) to your ideal market) makes you money and expands your market(s). 
 
So the key to assessing these new opportunities actually centers on knowing what exactly is that context – the proper lens, 
if you will, through which to view and assess each one – relative to you and your unique work(s). 
 
The Lens of Your Signature Genius  
 
As I teach in my international bestselling 3-book series GENESIS OF GENIUS, sharing and packaging  
your unique genius and gifts – what I call your Signature Genius - is THE FASTEST path to prosper today …  
and is now becoming the only way to prosper, in a world that now automates or outsources anything  
that does not require higher thinking, imagination and innovation. 
 
Success now requires the exact opposite of what we were taught to do in school,  
i.e., follow instructions and give prescribed answers.  Repeating the right answers  
and simply following instructions is no longer enough to succeed and to profit.   
 
Ideas are the new currency.  GENIUS is the engine. 
 
This is GREAT NEWS – now it’s time to share your GREAT WORK. 
 
Today’s world finally values your being the original you are.  GENIUS IS IN.   
 
The SIGNATURE GENIUS within you is that singular mixture of gifts, talent, intelligence,  
experience, expertise, perspective and style - your unique contribution to the whole.   
 
This is the greatness within you.   
It is as unique as a fingerprint – that’s why I call it your SIGNATURE GENIUS. 

 
Claiming, packaging and sharing your SIGNATURE GENIUS is THE FASTEST WAY – and now, the ONLY WAY -  
you will prosper at the highest level - in this globally connected world.  When you do so, you will stand out, excel –  
and bring the greatest value – and begin to build your own unique “Body of Work.” 
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So here’s the first “Cure for Shiny Object Syndrome” key:  
Signature Genius + Vision 
 
Once you are clear about your  
Signature Genius and your own  
unique Vision for your business –  
when you’re crystal clear about  
your unique “Body of Work” and  
what your purpose and  
ultimate goals for success are. 
 
That is what gives you the  
powerful lens that is essential  
for escaping “shiny object  
syndrome,” by enabling you  
to assess each new opportunity  
and clearly discern whether this  
new “thing” – whether a training,  
technology, tool, partnership  
opportunity, etc. – will align with  
and move you forward toward  
your goals. 
 
The lens of your Signature Genius  
and master Vision gives you the 
 ability to see and discern which  
of these always-emerging new  
opportunities will propel you  
forward along your “Arc of  
Creation” – and which ones  
are actually distractions –  
no matter how seductive  
and shiny (and “respectable”  
or prestigious-sounding) they are. 
 
And here’s the second essential “Cure for Shiny Object Syndrome” key:  
Do What Only You Can Do 
 
As a visionary leader, as your business grows and you shift up and evolve in your work(s) and role as leader,  
your prosperity increases as you focus more and more on those things only you can do  
(note that this also moves you more toward transformation-guiding  
than information-gathering) – so that you’re only doing the highest-level,  
most profitable work that lies within your Zone of Genius.  
 
And that everyone on your team is doing the same. 
 
For example, when we’re first starting up our own businesses, we’re often doing a little bit of everything –  
and we’re likely to draw on any and all skills we have that we can apply to the business, doing all we can on our own,  
to reduce expenses of hiring others while we get the business off the ground and get the income flowing.   
 
So, initially, we may not only be generating the ideas and creating all the content, services and products for the business,  
but we may also be doing some of the web site creation, graphics, audio/video editing, marketing, accounting  
and administration, and much more.   
 
In this initial stage of business, it may be that some of the new technologies, tools and marketing systems  
actually can help you do many more of these basic activities (versus exclusive activities – 
those only you can do) better and faster.   
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A graphic from Julie Ann Turner’s international bestselling 3-book series GENESIS 
OF GENIUS, part of the POWER ARC™ Success System that guides you step by step 
to discover, share and package your unique genius and gifts – your Signature 
Genius and your crystal clear Vision, or “Where”  - becomes your essential lens to 
discern whether a new training, technology, tool or business opportunity is indeed 
just a “Shiny Object,” or an valid and valuable investment to propel you and your 
business forward and to maximize profit. 
 
Sharing and packaging your Signature Genius is not only THE FASTEST path to 
prosper today – it is now becoming the only way to prosper.  

http://genesisofgenius.com/
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SHINY OBJECT SYNDROME ASSESSMENT SYSTEM 
 
With that in mind, here are key questions to shift you out of Shiny Object Syndrome, 
by enabling you to sequentially assess the true value any new option will bring to your specific business. 
 
SOS ASSESSMENT SET #1 YES NO 
 

1) Is it clearly relevant to my Body of Work and business goals/vision?      
 

2) Is it clearly relevant to my audience or to reaching my audience?      
 

3) Does this option directly contribute to income,      
efficiency and/or speed of delivery to market? 

 
If your answers are YES to all of these, continue to assess with SOS Assessment Set #2 questions. 
 

SOS ASSESSMENT SET #2 
 

4) What is the true investment in this necessary to fully apply it   Total:  
and receive tangible benefits in my business: (from below) 
 

> in time (including learning curve, implementation, roll-out     
   across business, supervision, etc.)? 
> in money?    
> in thought and energy required?    
> in complexity (migration to new systems,    
    getting team up to speed, troubleshooting –  
    additional staff/support needed, etc.) 
 

5) How much (in dollar amounts - actual numbers where possible,  Total:  
best estimates for others) does this option directly contribute to: (from below- with multipliers, as appropriate) 
 

A) 
 

>  income    
> efficiency (productivity, time saved, etc.)    
> actual cost reduction (replacing other expenses, etc.)    
> speed of delivery to market?    
> ability to scale (services, product delivery, etc.)    
> ability to acquire customers/convert sales    
 

B)  
 

How much will you/your team be using this?       
Apply estimated multiplier (3X, 12X, etc.) to each relevant 
category above and adjust totals. (For example, if this will 
reduce expenses by a certain amount every month, that 
increases the overall value contribution. Often, it is easiest to 
choose a timeframe - annual or quarterly – for this comparison.) 

(If you will use this over and over again, that 
increases the value of the payoff for the investment.) 
 

Weigh relative to value/benefit and additional income should you continue using your current resources over the time 
needed to implement this new option – in other words, staying the course and moving forward with your current resources 
– versus the value/benefit and additional income from SOS ASSESSMENT SET #2. 
 

THE ULTIMATE ANSWER: IS IT WORTH IT? 
 
If #5 is greater than #4, this indicates that this new opportunity/option should add value to your business and move you 
forward toward your vision/goals, provided it is fully implemented in your business. 
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WHO WILL IMPLEMENT IT? 
 
To determine how best to implement this YES option, continue to assess with SOS Assessment Set #2 & #3 questions. 
 
SOS ASSESSMENT SET #3 YES NO 
 
 

A)   
 

6) Is this activity something only I can do?     
 

7) Does it leverage my genius and strengths?      
 

8) Does it ultimately (after completion/implementation) shift me     
from information-gathering to transformation-guiding 
(enhance my abilities to do that which only I can do)? 
 

9) Does it give me direct guidance or tools for an aspect      
of my immediate work(s)/project(s)  
that I can quickly apply and implement? 
 

10) Is it something I am better off learning to do myself,      
or to find an expert or staff member to invest in to do it for me? 
 
(Often particularly relevant where there is a large and constantly-changing body of knowledge  
around the learning/topic – such as Google Adwords, Facebook Ads, etc. – lots of tools to learn,  
requires multiple strategies, changes often/can take full-time to keep current).  
 
If 3 and/or 4 are YES – and 6 is NO, go to SOS Assessment Set #3. 
 

11) Are the skills/knowledge required those that typically come easy to me?      
 
(e.g., if you took to accounting like a duck to water, you may want to set up your own Quickbooks 
 or Freshbooks system; however, if keeping track of all your expenses seems tedious, or you cringe  
at the thought of working with numbers, you will likely be better off finding a good small business-oriented 
accountant, who can not only set up your system, but track and keep you current and compliant. 

 
If all in SOS Assessment Set #3 are YES, this indicates: 
a)  this new opportunity/option should add value to your business  
      and move you forward toward your vision/goals, and  
b) this investment of your own time, resources and energy to implement it is worthwhile. 
 
If any in SOS Assessment Set #3 are NO, continue to SOS Assessment Set #4. 
 

B) SOLUTION TO “TRYING TO DO IT ALL” 
 

Step 1) Review All Your Current Work/Business Activities First With Section #2. 
 

Step 2) For each activity that is a YES, follow with completion of SOS Assessment Set #3   
to determine your own role in implementation. 
 

Step 3) For activities for which SOS Assessment Set #3  is a NO, list and assign each for outsourcing or hiring staff 
below in SOS Assessment Set #4.  
 

Important: This invaluable sequence will ensure you are taking on only your highest ROI tasks, and are optimally 
delegating everything else to maximize your resources (time, energy, investments) and your profitability. 
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SOS ASSESSMENT SET #4 
 
Activities from SOS ASSESSMENT SET #3 B which will be delegated to staff or outside resource 
(all activities determined as not optimal for you personally to undertake). 
 
ACTIVITIES – TO BE DELEGATED OR OUTSOURCED   DREAM TEAM 
 
  Virtual/ Outsource   Staff (Role)   Priority 
 
        
 
        
 
        
 
        
 
        
 
        
 
        
 
        
 
        
 
        
 
        
 
        
 
        
 
 
By 1) identifying each activity to be delegated, 2) determining whether this activity will be automated or outsourced, or 
whether ideally you would like to have a dedicated staff member for this role, and 3) prioritizing each delegation -  
you will be strategically and sequentially building your ideal Dream Team to propel your business and profits forward. 
 
FINAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 

If this new training, technology or tool is something you would simply enjoy learning, be sure to consider the full 
investment and opportunity cost relative to your highest vision and business goals (what is going on backburner  
to make way for this new investment of resources?). 
 
Also be honest in considering your own patterns – if you tend to get excited at the initiation of a training or 
implementation, but lose steam or fail to finish programs or implementation of projects (or are prone to jump to the next 
new thing before doing so), consider it may be more efficient and profitable to delegate or outsource, for those new 
opportunities that you assess as valuable (be sure to calculate any supervision time, however). 
 
Finally, FOCUS - Follow. One. Course. Until. Successful.  
 
A great acronym to help you get things the most important and profitable things done. Always prioritize – every day make 
a list of the 3 highest payoff activities to complete – and focus on the first one. Working this way keeps you laser-focused 
and because you have planned ahead you will also feel more comfortable ignoring everything else.  By focusing only on 
the things that really matter, you will also build great momentum and MAXIMIZE PROFIT in your business – and great 
impact and satisfaction by focusing on and flowing from your own Zone of Genius. 
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